
 

Oct. 3, 2016 
Calendar of Events: 
Tues. Oct. 4 District Cross Country  
Wed. Oct 5 Picture Day 
Fri. Oct 7 Senior SG Soccer 
Fri. Oct 7 Thanksgiving Assembly 11:00a.m. 
Mon. Oct. 10 Thanksgiving Day 
Mon. Oct. 17 Junior SG Soccer 
Tues. Oct. 18 Senior Christian Soccer Tourn. 
Fri. Oct. 21 Grandparents’ Day 
Oct. 27 & 28 Edifide Convention 
 

A Glimpse into Student Life: 
It is hard to believe it is October already.  The 
autumn is filled with God's beautiful artwork. 
Everywhere you look you see the signs of the 
world getting ready for winter.  The animals are 
busy burying their nuts, their fur is thickening.  
The leaves are turning majestic colours of red, 
yellow and orange.  The birds are beginning to 
come together to make the long trek south.  The 
seasons are always a great example of God's 
constant provision.  Abraham experienced that 
kind of provision also.  When God called him to 
leave and trust Him in the journey, I am certain 
that he didn't always feel that sense of security 
in knowing he was well cared for.  But that didn't 
matter, because although he may have felt 
unsure, God's faithfulness was constant.  This is 
what our students unpacked today.  Hannah 
Harrison and Kate Bouwma led the chapel this 
morning.  God's faithfulness is the same today as 
it was for Abraham long ago and will remain long 
after we depart!    IR 

 
Grandparents’ Day: 
Grandparents’ day is coming soon, October 21st.  
Invitations will come home on Friday so you have 

an opportunity to distribute them on the holiday 
weekend.  Grandparents’ Day is one of those 
times when we as a community are able to 
celebrate our heritage and bless our 
grandparents.  In order to make Grandparents’ 
Day run smoothly, we do need some adult help 
to keep costs down and help with some other 
things that need attention.  We decided that 
rather than making a lot of phone calls, we 
would send out a simple Doodle Poll listing ways 
in which your family can help out.  It will be going 
out this week, so look for it and please indicate 
where you might be able to help out.  It is as 
simple as clicking a button.  We will then call you 
and give you further details that may be needed.   
Thank you. 

 
STOP! DROP and PRAY!  
Praise God for who He is and our many 
blessings.  May we be thankful for Christian 
Education offered at BCS.  May we also thank 
Him for the Bouwma family, Pete, Lori-Ann, 
Marnie (Gr. 8), Kate (Gr. 6) and Richard (Gr. 3) 
 

STUDENT NEWS: 
 

Chocolate Sales:  
Thank you to everyone for a wonderful chocolate 
fundraiser this year!  All the chocolate was sold 
and we are just waiting for a few families to get 
their money in! Your children will be enjoying the 
Movie and Milkshake party later in October for 
succeeding in selling all the cases. We handed 
out four prizes this morning. There was a tie for 
1st place and 2nd place! Special congratulations to 
the Harrison, Caul, Markus and McIntosh families 

THE FRIDGE DOOR 



for being our top sellers! We will be having the 
chocolate basket draw at Friday’s assembly.  Way 
to go BCS!                   Mary Fergusson 
 

Gift Card Program: 
This week think about Thanksgiving!  There are 
grocery, M&M, gas, and restaurant cards for 
your family gathering. How can you use gift cards 
this week? 

 
After School Program:  
This month in the after school program our 
theme will be "Fall Fun." There are a variety of 
activities throughout the week such as a 
makerspace, technology time, sports, arts and 
crafts, and a movie at the end of each month. 
Every day includes a homework period and snack 
time. If your child is attending after school care, 
please pack an extra snack.  
 

Lifetouch Picture Day! Picture Day is on Oct. 

5.  A new program will photograph students 
using green screen technology, creating more 
choices, more creative looks, more variety in 
backgrounds along with quality that parents have 
come to love.  Please do not dress your children 
in green on picture day! Retakes will be at the 
Lifetouch studio only on Nov. 25. 
 

CLASSROOM NEWS: 
 

Junior and Senior Kindergarten: 
Welcome to another week in 
Kindergarten. Kindergarten enjoyed our field trip 
on Wednesday (despite the delay! I have to say 
that I was so impressed by the way the students 
managed the temporary disappointment!). We 
found letters, numbers, and mascots on planes, 
learned about propellers that spin to make 
planes go, and got to sit in the cockpit of a big 
Hercules! Many thanks to the parents who came 
along to chaperone. We will extend our 
knowledge of planes this week and explore more 
about propellers. 
 

We will continue to explore data management in 
math; we have explored same and different, and 
will continue on with sorting, moving onto 
organizing that data by counting and comparing. 
 
In literacy, we will build our rhyming skills 
through new activities like songs and nursery 
rhymes. This is another form of reinforcing 
same/different, and builds students' awareness 
of words and sounds as distinguishable, a 
foundational building block for pre-reading 
skills.  
 
The SKs did a wonderful job of their memory 
work last Wednesday. Many of our JKs could say 
the verse as well! In Bible, we will learn about 
God's special family and how He continued to 
take care of them after the fall and during the 
Flood! 
 
We have talked in class about being a God-
Worshipper and a Community-Builder in God's 
story. We will go outside this week and be a 
Creation-Enjoyer, being thankful for everything 
God has blessed us with!  
 
Friday will be a Show and Tell day! Please send in 
a family picture by no later than Friday so that 
students can share about their family - we will 
also thank God for the gift of family! These 
pictures will go up on our family board for the 
rest of the year.    SK 
 

Grade One and Two: 
We are working hard preparing our school's 
Thanksgiving Assembly.  Please join us if you can, 
on Friday morning at 11:00 a.m.  as we thank 
God for his gifts to us.  Each of us will have a part 
in the assembly, and we are leading the songs 
with actions. 
 
Grade one comes home with book bundles 
today.  Please read the letter in the bag, and 
then start having your child read to you for a few 
minutes each school night.  Your help at home is 
a crucial part of your child learning to read.  Let 



me know if the books are too easy or too hard so 
I can adjust.  Students who read at least four 
book bundles in October will get to choose a 
prize from my prize box. 
 
Remember Library Day every Tuesday and Share 
Time every Friday.    EB 
 
In Bible we will be concluding our Creation to 
Kings unit. We will review some of the key 
elements from the stories and ways in which God 
kept his promises to his people. Before we jump 
into our next unit, we will spend a number of 
days unpacking The Lord's Prayer. That will be 
our next memory work and it will be one that we 
will continue to practice and refer to throughout 
the year.  
 
In Phys. Ed we will be outside playing soccer this 
week. Please make sure your child has 
appropriate outdoor footwear and clothing.  
 
Last week students had the opportunity to share 
their family tree projects and special family 
items. The kids enjoyed sharing about their 
family and it was a great chance for students to 
get to know each other more. This week we will 
shift our focus from the family as a community 
and focus on other communities we are a part of, 
such as, church and school.    ER 
 

Grade Three and Four: 
In our Creation Studies unit, "Living in God's 
World", we have been busy scientists; we had an 
interesting learning experience last week 
observing first-hand how dead logs are amazing 
habitats for many organisms.  This week, we will 
be learning about photosynthesis and how God 
has designed our world with producers (plants), 
herbivores, carnivores, omnivores and 
decomposers.  There is quite a lot of new 
vocabulary in this unit which is important for the 
students to understand so I will be sending home 
vocabulary flashcards in an envelope for home 
practice on Wednesday; there will be a quiz NEXT 
Wed. Oct. 12 on all the terms on the flashcards, 

so please help your child learn these. Thanks! 
 
Marked spelling tests are sent home each week 
in the front pocket of the planner and can stay at 
home because the results are recorded and 
graphed at school.  In this week's lesson (Lesson 
4), students will practice the 'alk' pattern in 
words like: talk, walk, chalk, stalk.  Challenge 
words are OPTIONAL; students who find the 
regular list quite easy are encouraged to try 
them.  
 
Grandparent's Day at B.C.S. is coming up! We will 
be reading stories about grandparents and 
students will begin to plan and draft a personal 
memoir of a special memory they have shared 
with grandparents (or another family 
member).  We hope to share this writing with 
our grandparents on Grandparent's Day (Oct. 
21).   
 
I have had an initial reading conference with 
each child to see what they are choosing to read 
in "read to self" time; it's very important that the 
students know how to pick 'good fit' books that 
they actually can read.  This week, I will begin 
more in depth conferences to see where they 
have reading strengths and which areas we need 
set goals for.  You can help by continuing to 
encourage AT HOME reading practice (at least 3-
4 times during the week for about 10 or more 
minutes). Please initial the calendar dates on 
page 33 of the planner when your child reads in 
the month of October. A good goal is 15 or more 
home practice times in October.  
 
SAVE THE DATE!!  As one of our first service 
projects, the class has decided to honour you 
and invite you to a "Parent Appreciation Lunch"! 
This will be held on Friday, November 4 from 
11:30-12:30 in our classroom. We are hoping 
that with lots of notice, you will be able to make 
arrangements to come.  The students are looking 
forward to preparing a tasty and healthy lunch 
and serving it to you!  Invitations will come home 
soon and RSVP's are needed by Oct. 31.  KM 



This week in the afternoon in Grade 3/4: 
Bible: We are going to be going deeper into the 
first five books of the Bible. We will be looking at 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy. 
 
Math: We have finished our unit about patterns 
and algebra and we will be beginning a new unit 
called Number Sense. This week we will be 
learning about place value, writing and reading 
numbers, and working with base ten blocks to 
help with our number sense. 
 
P.E.: We are going to continue with soccer. We 
are going to be learning about passing, defence, 
and shooting.     TW 
 
Gr. 3/4 musicians are enjoying singing games and 
playing hand percussion instruments. They are 
unwrapping how God has placed sound into 
melodic and rhythm patterns.  TP 
 

Grade Five and Six: 
Word Work: List 2 spelling test this Friday.  
 
Reading: Students have been given a Reading 
Responses Log package that will be due at the 
end of October. They need to fill in at least 3 
“boxes” per week for the next 4 weeks. This will 
be a combined school and home project. The 
green Reading notebook should always come 
back and forth between school and home. 
Also, we will keep reading Literature stories 
around the “Good Job” theme and reflecting on 
godly character qualities. 
 
Writing: Students continue to work on Personal 
Memoir stories. They should be at the draft 
stage. We are working on exploding a moment 
and using vivid verbs and showing statements. 
 
Goal setting: We will begin tracking our goals this 
week. Make sure you check with your child about 
his or her goal, so that you can provide support. 
 
French: We are practicing how to describe the 
physical characteristics of a friend in French. This 

will be the first face of the friendship cube (final 
project).     BV 
 
Math: We will be ending our Patterns & Algebra 
unit with a unit test on Wednesday. Review 
sheets will be coming home Monday and 
students will have time to work on them 
Tuesday. We will then begin with our Number 
Sense unit looking at place value and writing of 
numbers.      TW 

Bible: The Big Picture in Colour is a unit that gives 
a great overview of the Bible. We are going 
through all nine themes in the Bible for the next 
two weeks. Each learner will unwrap their 
personal meaning to these themes. We are 
excited to use this book to share the purpose of 
the Bible. We are presenting our personal books 
today. 

Science: We are studying Flight this first term. 
We will look at a lot of the examples of flight in 
nature. God created so many ways of flight and 
the creatures that do fly glide float and soar. 
Thank you Major Ellestad for showing us the C-
17. We enjoyed it!    EP 

Gr. 5/6 musicians are exploring how God places 
sound into patterns listening to music examples 
and playing rhythm games.   TP 

Grade Seven and Eight: 
Math: This week we will work on the concepts 
that will help us further understand fractions as 
they relate to decimals. The grade seven 
assignment for the week is workbook 7.1 pp. 
127-135 the assignment for grade eight is 
workbook 8.1 pp. 61-70  

Bible: We continue to contrast the four gospel 
accounts of the life of Jesus. The life of Jesus is 
exciting, but it is all about a relationship with 
him. Each group will be assigned a parable of 
Jesus they will teach to their classmates and 
share why this parable of Jesus is in the Bible.  



Science: We have begun the discovery of the 
structure of atoms within the universe! We will 
be studying a variety of atoms and how they 
impact substances. Science experiments are due 
Friday. It is just a simple heat experiment using 
the Kinetic Molecular Theory to explain what is 
happening.      EP 

Word Work: Sentences for “amphi” and “ambi” 
Greek roots are due this Friday, along with 5 
more vocabulary words from our Literatue more 
vocabulary words from our Literature story. 
There will be a spelling test on Friday as well for 
those words. 
 
Writing: Students are working on developing 
ideas and organizing their writing. Personal 
stories will be due at the end of the month. 
 
Literature: We will analyze the characters in 
“Blind-sided” and discuss what the Bible teaches 
about revenge. 
 
Reading: There is a book review due on October 
19th. Details of the assignment were handed out 
on Friday. 
 
French: Students can expect a quiz this week on 
masc. and fem. character trait words, adverbs, 
and forming negative phrases.  BV 
 
History: We will be researching why Samuel de 
Champlain should be called the father of Canada. 
 
Geography: This week we will be looking at the 
six different biomes and factors that can affect 
climate.      TW 
 
Gr. 7/8 musicians will be completing duet and 
trio music presentations in their own creative 
ways.      TP 
 
 


